thing. Bob, I think, as a result of that meeting, became an evangelist . . . for NIR spectroscopy. Bob is truly committed to converting the world to do everything with NIR spectroscopy. He preaches about it! He shouts about! He believes in it! He loves it! He supports his family with it! He is by far, the most dedicated and committed man to NIR I have ever known.
It was that enthusiasm (plus the possibility of selling me an instrument) that has kept us in touch over the years. So, what about Robert D. Rosenthal-who is this masked man with a heart, a man of courage and steel?
Bob is an educated man, having received a Bachelor of Engineering degree from New York University in 1954. Before entering the field of noninvasive measurements, he was an early pioneer in the US space programme. For example, he was one of several contributors to the "LEM Concept" that later landed a man on the moon. While working with Fairchild Industries, Bob headed a team of over 1000 people that developed the largest unmanned satellite ever launchedand, in addition, that made many contributions to early military space interests.
Apparently this was not exciting enough for Bob. His interest in and contributions to the measurement of low levels of starlight became the launching platform for his development of noninvasive measurements of both humans and animals as well as agricultural products.
Bob Rosenthal became involved in near infrared measurements in the late 1960s. In 1969, he founded thethen-Neotec Corporation. He led that company until 1979, when it was sold to Pacific Scientific Corporation. Later, Pacific Scientific was sold to Perstorp Analytical of Sweden-and later these holdings were bought by the present owners-Foss NIRSystems.
Bob's vision for NIR technology has been-at times surprising-but always progressive and innovative. After dropping the reins of Neotec, Bob founded a company called Trebor (Robert spelled backward) and later another company called Futrex. And, Todd tells me Bob was very helpful in getting Zeltex off the ground too.
Just as in his days of space, Bob never stopped thinking of ways to enhance the NIR community:
1. I searched the literature and personally found that there exist more than 45 patents on file in the US Patent Office with the name Robert D. Rosenthal on them. Some say Bob's hardware/technique patents exceed in number the sum of all other contributors to this area.
2. Bob worked in the 1960s with Karl Norris and Phil Williams to develop the first commercial near infrared analyser that appeared on the market in 1970, and he was largely responsible for the auto-digital analyser that was used by the Canadian Grain Commission for more than 20 years-an instrument that now resides in a museum in Canada.
3. He developed the first commercial micro-processor operated near infrared analyser, the Neotec EQA-41. 4. Bob produced the first commercial computer operated research-grade near infrared spectrometer, called the Neotec Model 6250. 5. He developed the first commercialised near infrared transmission analyser, the Trebor 90, Whole Grain Analyser. This analyser was the first to use the Herschel region in conjunction with silicon detector for composition analysis of whole grain.
6. Bob commercialised the first NIR instrument to combine transmission and reflection measurements in the same instrument, the Trebor 70. 7. He commercialised the first NIR instrument dedicated measuring body fat, the Futrex 5000-it was the first of its kind in the health field. 8. He developed the Futrex 1000, the first home NIR meter, and he developed the first portable NIR analyser, the Futrex 5000.
So, Ladies and Gentlemen, you can see why we are so pleased to be able to present the highest award offered by the Council for Near Infrared Spectroscopy to Robert D. Rosenthal.
Congratulations, Bob!
